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Abstract - KNN is famous K- Nearest Neighbour algorithm 

and one of the top popular algorithms in machine learning and 

data mining. It is simple to use and have application in different 

area of life endeavour. It searches for the most similar elements 

in a dataset using similarity function. Unlike Naïve Bayes, 

Support Vector Machine, Neural network and Decision Tree 

classifiers, KNN is good for data stream because it builds not its 

classifier or model in advance. It usually applies different 

similarity methods like Euclidean distance, simple matching and 

squared Euclidean distance in making its classification. KNN is 

often very accurate and assumes all attributes are of equal 

importance. The performance of the classifier depends on 

choosing the optimal number of k value (neighbours). Thus, the 

challenge of the KNN classifier is how to choose the optimal k 

values. If k is large it is believed to give better result but not in 

all cases. This work discussed empirical evidence of how 

various K-values of KNN algorithms influences its performance 

using performance evaluation metrics such as accuracy, time, 

kappa statistic and ROC curve. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Ref [1] in their work was the first to introduce the 
Nearest Neighbour algorithm, since then KNN has been 
used in classification and regression problems of different 
forms. Though considered as a lazy classifier; has proven 
to be effective algorithm that can compete favourably with 
other leading classifiers [2]; [3] and [4]. It is perhaps one 
of the simplest machine learning algorithms and is widely 
used [4] and [5]. It has been applied successfully in 
different areas such as computer vision, recommendation 
system, pattern recognition, prediction and it is a 
supervised learning algorithm [6] and [7]. KNN gets its 
name from the fact that it uses information from a record’s 
k-nearest neighbours to classify unlabelled record [4]. The 
letter k is variable which means that any number of nearest 
neighbours can be used. KNN identifies k-records in 
training data that are closest in similarity and assigned to 
the unlabelled data the class of the closest neighbour [8]. It 
uses distance measures to measure similarities between 
two data items. The common distance measures are 

Euclidean distance, Manhattan, simple matching, squared 
Euclidean distance and Minkowski [9]. Suppose there are 

two elements  and  The 
similarity function of these two elements can be stated as:  

  (1) 

KNN does not apply model in classification and is 
memory based. Given a data item, the k numbers of data 
items closest to the data item to be classified are identified. 
It uses neighbourhood vote as the prediction value for the 
new data item. Normally, k-value of the KNN are 
empirically chosen by trying different number of nearest 
data items and the data item with the best value is usually 
chosen for the classification [10]. Picking the optimal K 
value is usually a challenge and this usually affects the 
performance of KNN [11]. When the data items are not 
uniformly distributed, the choosing of the optimal k value 
also becomes a challenge [12]. Therefore, the purpose of 
this work is to study the effect of different k values on 
classification accuracy and other performance metrics such 
as kappa Statistics, ROC Curve and time on different UCI 
dataset and to make recommendation accordingly. The rest 
section discussed the challenges of KNN, related works, 
data normalization, experimental setup, result discussion 
and conclusion  

II. CHALLENGES OF KNN CLASSIFIER  

KNN classifier is usually referred to as lazy learner 
because is not really learning anything but merely stores 
the training data verbatim, thus it just allows the training 
phase without training anything thereby slows down the 
prediction process. That is to say it makes predictions base 
on training instances rather on abstracted model. Thus, 
KNN is classified an Instance-based-learning or rote 
learning [10]. The strengths and weaknesses of KNN are 
enumerated in Table 1:  
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TABLE I.  STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF KNN CLASSIFIER 

Strengths Weaknesses 

Simple and effective 

Makes no assumptions about 

the underlying data distribution 

Fast training phase 

 

Does not produce a model, 

limiting the ability to 

understand how the features are 

related to the class 

Requires selection of an 

appropriate k 

Slow classification phase 

Nominal features and missing 

data require additional 

processing 

 
Source (Brett, 2015) 

III. RELATED WORKS 

Before The choice of k parameter in KNN algorithm 
usually affect the classifier performance, depending on the 
nature of the problems, different value of k parameters is 
usually applied in the classification and the value that gave 
the optimal performance is usually chosen for the 
classification. It has been revealed in literature that when 
the dataset is not uniformly distributed, the choice of k 
value is usually affected [12]. 

Ref [13] is of the opinion that the performance of KNN 
algorithm is optimized when large k value is applied. 
Thus, they applied large values of k such as 30, 45 and 60 
and their result was tabulated [13] and [14]. 

Ref [15] in their work stated that many factors such as 
data size, dimension and distribution determines the choice 
of k value. Ref [16] in their work tried to increase the 
KNN classifier accuracy rather than parameter tuning for 
optimal k value. Ref [2] applied bootstrap method to 
enhance the performance of the KNN. The evaluation 
result showed that their methodology outperformed the 
traditional KNN classifier. 

It has been observed from literature that most work 
used only accuracy to evaluate performance of KNN 
against the various k values. This work used different k 
values starting from.  

 
 

 

The classifier applied majority vote for the 
classification. The classifier performance was evaluated 
using four common machine learning performance 
evaluation metrics such as accuracy, time, ROC curve and 
kappa statistic. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

This section discussed the process of the analysis from 
data preparation methodologies to data set selection and 
analysis using KNN. 

A. Data Preparation in KNN 

Data normalization is one of the major data 
preparation task when applying KNN classifier for 
prediction or classification problems. The reason for this 
is that distance formula is highly dependent on 
measurement range of the data items. When a data item 
have a dominant data range values than others, the 
distance measurement will also be dominated by that data 
item. The best approach is usually to scale the data values 
upwards or downwards so that each one will contribute 
equally in the distance formula. There are many methods 
of data scaling or normalization. The conventional 
approach is Min-Max normalization which scales data to 
fall between the range of 0 and 1. The formula is given as 
shown in Equation 2.  

  (2) 

The letter  represents the data values. Another 
method is called the Z-score standardization. This 

subtracts the mean value of data and divides the output 
by the standard deviation; the formula is shown in 
Equation 3. 

 

   (3) 

The result usually fall in a range of negative and 
positive numbers usually called the Z-score. 

The distance function is not made for nominal data, 
thus, to calculated distance function for nominal data it 
needs to be converted to numeric format. The common 
method of transforming the nominal to numeric is the 
dummy approach where a value of 1 indicates one 
category and 0 indicate the other category [17]. Equation 4 

indicates the dummy coding for gender variable. 

   (4) 

B. Experimental Setup 

The work applied Euclidean distance in the 
conventional KNN methodology. The KNN classifier is 
used in each of the iteration with different k value. The 
value of k is taking from the range k = 1 to k =5; k = 
square root of k. where n is the number of instances in the 
dataset. In addition, large no of k neighbours such as K = 
45, 60, 100 were also applied to check if it will help to 
increase the accuracy of the classifier as argued in the 
literature that performance of KNN improves when using 
large k values [13] and [14]. It uses neighbourhoods vote 
for classification. The KNN classifier then uses the 
majority vote to identify class label for the new instance. 
Thus, the class with majority votes is usually chosen for 
the classification on the unlabelled data item. The k value 
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is limited to be equal to the selected k values. This is to 
reduce computation time and obey the standard rule that 
states that k should not be greater than the square root of 
the data size [16]. The highest accuracy with the lowest 
computational cost is chosen as optimal result. This work 
used odd numbers of k values to avoid ties in the votes and 
to increase classification speed. 10-fold cross validation 
split was use for the analysis. Five UCI data set namely: 
glass, Irish, vote, diabetes and segment have been chosen 
to study the effect of different k values on the 
classification accuracy on KNN on these datasets. 

C. Dataset Used 

The KNN classifier was applied on these five-dataset 

shown in Table 2 which was collected from UCI data 

repository 

TABLE II.  DESCRIPTION OF DATASET USE 

Dataset 

Name 

No of 

instances 

Data Type No of 

Attributes 

No of 

Class 

Glass 214 Numeric 9 6 

Diabetes 768 Numeric 8 2 

Irish 150 Numeric 4 3 

Vote 399 Numeric 10 2 

segments 1500 Numeric 19 7 

 

V. RESULT DISCUSSION 

The Table 3 to Table 7 below showed the result of the 
KNN classification using different K values on five UCI 
datasets. The evaluation metrics used are accuracy, time, 
kappa statistic and ROC Curve as discussed below: 

Accuracy: this is the percentage of the correctly 
classified data item 

Time: this is the time taken for the classification using 
different k values 

Kappa: measures the relationship between the 
classification and the real class value. A value of 1 implies 
perfect correlation while 0 implies guessing. 

ROC Curve: it is used to visualize the performance of a 
classifier, value of 1 implies perfect model while 0.5 

implies guessing model. 

TABLE III.  .. IRISH DATASET CLASSIFIED USING DIFFERENT K 

VALUES  

Parameters K= 1 K= 3 K= 5 K=sqrt 

(150) 

K= 

45 

K=60 K=100 

Accuracy 95.3 95.3 95.3 96.7 93.3 89.3 66,7 

Time 0 

secs 

0.01 

secs 

0 

secs 

0 secs 0 

secs 

0 

secs 

0 secs 

Kappa 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.95 0.90 0.84 0.5 

ROC 

Curve 

0.966 0.974 0.995 0.997 0.99 0.93 0.83 

 

TABLE IV.  GLASS DATASET CLASSIFIED USING DIFFERENT K 

VALUES  

Parameters K= 1 K= 3 K= 5 K=sqrt 

(214) 

K= 

45 

K=60 K=100 

Accuracy 70.6 72.0 67.8 66.6 57.9 54.7 34.5 

Time 0 

secs 

0 

secs 

0 

secs 

0.01 

secs 

0 

secs 

0 

secs 

0 secs 

Kappa 0.60 0.61 0.55 0.47 0.39 0.35 0.01 

ROC 

Curve 

0.792 0.847 0.853 0.871 0.810 0.780 0.750 

 

TABLE V.  VOTE DATASET CLASSIFIED USING DIFFERENT K 

VALUES  

Parameters K= 1 K= 3 K= 5 K= 

sqrt 

(435) 

K= 

45 

K=60 K=100 

Accuracy 92.4 92.6 92.6 91.6 90.5 90.1 89.4 

Time 0 

secs 

0 

secs 

0 

secs 

0 

secs 

0 

secs 

0 secs 0 secs 

Kappa 0.84 0.85 0.85 0.83 0.81 0.80 0.78 

ROC 

Curve 

0.965 0.975 0.981 0.984 0.980 0.980 0.980 

 

TABLE VI.  SEGMENT DATASET CLASSIFIED USING DIFFERENT K 

VALUES  

Parameters K= 1 K= 3 K= 5 K= 

sqrt 

(1500) 

K= 

45 

K=60 K=100 

Accuracy 96.2 95.1 94.8 88.6 88.2 86.1 83.9 

Time 0 

secs 

0 

secs 

0.01 

secs 

0.02 

secs 

0 

secs 

0 

secs 

0 secs 

Kappa 0.96 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.86 0.83 0.81 

ROC 

Curve 

0.978 0.989 0.991 0.991 0,99 0.987 0.98 

 

TABLE VII.  DIABETES DATASET CLASSIFIED USING DIFFERENT K 

VALUES  

Parameters K= 

1 

K= 3 K= 5 K= 

sqrt 

(768) 

K= 

45 

K=60 K=100 

Accuracy 70.2 72.6 73.1 74.1 74.7 74.8 72.7 

Time 0 

secs 

0 secs 0 secs 0 secs 0 secs 0 secs 0 secs 

Kappa 0.33 0.38 0.39 0.38 0.39 0.38 0.81 

ROC Curve 0.65 0.742 0.766 0.809 0.812 0.811 0.807 
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The result showed that there is no optimal k value. 
Thus, no specific numbers of k-values are suitable for all 
the datasets used in the experiment; each dataset 
classification accuracy performs well at different k values 
(neighbour). On the other hand, setting higher value for k 
did not yield optimal result in most cases as argued in 
literature that the performance of KNN algorithm increases 
as k value increases; perhaps that might depend on the 
nature of the dataset. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Machine learning is concerned with the development 
of algorithms that transforms data into intelligence 
information. This makes machine learning an ally to data 
mining especially in this era of big data. Data mining and 
machine learning are usually misrepresented. Machine 
learning is concerned with teaching the computer how to 
used data to solve problem and data mining on the other 
hand is concerned with teaching the computer to identify 
patterns from data that can help in decision making. 
Mostly all data mining activities involves the use of 
machine learning but not all machine learning that involve 
data mining. Machine learning algorithms are usually 
applied in data mining activities. Among the machine 
learning algorithms usually applied for data mining is the 
K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN) algorithm. KNN is a popular 
classification algorithm and also known as instance based 
learning or rote learning classifier. The performance of the 
KNN is usually dependent on the choice of k value 
applied. This work performs empirical study on how 
various k values affects KNN algorithm performance. It is 
observed that there is no optimal k value that works 
perfectly across the dataset. The performance of the 
classifier was observed to depend mainly on different k 
values for each dataset. Moreover, it was observed that the 
use of various k values has no significance effect on the 
classification time. No significance difference was also 
observed from most of the ROC curve values and kappa 
statistic values using different k values in each of the 
iteration. Thus, it can be inferred that there is no optimal k 
value that work for all dataset and classification problems. 
It can also be inferred that optimal k occur in classification 
with a particular dataset when all the metrics are optimal. 
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